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T.E. (Mechanical) (Semester-V)
Examination, May - 2017

.^n CONTROL ENGINEERING
Sub. Code : 66241

Day and.Date : Monday, 15-05-2017 Total Marks : 100
Time : 10.00 a.m. to 1.00 p.m.

Instructions : 1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Assume any additional data if required and mention it clearly.
3) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Ql) a) For the mechanical system shown'in fig.1a, construct grounded chair
representation and electrical network using force current analog. 16l
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b) A block ofmaterial at temperature T is placed in an oven which is held at
the constant temperature T,. The rate of heat flow q into the material is
given by q: hA(Tr - T), where h is the coefficient of heat transfer of the
surface, A is the area of the surface and T is the temperature of the

block. The rate of change of temperature of the block i" {-J-
ic heal o.,.11,#,?.

' differential equation which describes the tqmperature of the block as a
function of time. Identif,z the time constant. l6l
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e equation 'il;ii,?P (head H = P/p) as a function of inlet pressure p,. 
t6l
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Q2) a) For subsonic flow of air through a restriction, the mass fllw rate is given

by,M:1.05A'P.TheareaofrestrictionAandthetemperature

' T are constants' Determine'the linear approximation fcir mass flow rate
due to change in pressure drop ro, * oli"ra due to a change p, in the
downstleam pressure. 
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b) The speed torque curves for a dc motor are shown in fig. 2.rb,where v
is the applied vortage, N is the speed and T is the output tJrqr". Determine
the linear approximation for the change in torque t due to a change in
speed n and a change in voltage v. The motor drives an inertial load such

1fua1 t = J ! , *hrrrJ is the mass moment of inertia. For J : 0. 1, determinectt

the differential equation relating the change in speed n to the change in
voltage v. Determine the time constant t and the steady state gain. Igl
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Q3) a) . For the syste.m shornm infig;3a,find K and & ro that makimum overshoot

is 10o/o and settling time is 0.05 sec.
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b) For the integral control system shown in fig. 3b, determine the valge of,
K and a, such thatthe characteristics equation has areal'root at.l and,a

' real root'at - 5. ForJhis vaiue of K and a, determine tire response c (t)
when r (t): 0, c (0) :4 and C(0):0. t8I
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system is shown in fig. a.
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Q4) a) Block diagram for helicopter stabilizing
Construct root locus plot for this system.
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b) For the system shown infig.4b, determine the range of valu'es of K such

that the syrtgry is stabie.
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Q5) a) Explain the following terms.

, i) Lead compensator

ii) Lag compensator

10
b) Sketch Bode plot for G(S): S(S*1)(S*5) with uniry feedback. 110l

Q6) a) The rno-tion of a driverless vehicle is described by the differential equation

2(D+5\ I !

v(/): f (t)
(D +2)(D + 3) " "

Determine the conrputer diagram and state space representation by

D Series progr:amming

ii) General programming tSl

b) For a unity feedback system with an open loop transfer function

Gftl = *;t.**,., find breal< away point and intersection ofroot locus
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